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Abstract—Modern component frameworks support continuous deployment and simultaneous execution of multiple software components on top of the same virtual machine. However, isolation between the various components is limited. A faulty version of any one of the software components can compromise the whole system by consuming all available resources. In this paper, we address the problem of efficiently identifying faulty software components running simultaneously in a single virtual machine. Current solutions that perform permanent and extensive monitoring to detect anomalies induce high overhead on the system, and can, by themselves, make the system unstable. In this paper, we present an optimistic adaptive monitoring system to determine the faulty components of an application. Suspected components are finely instrumented for deeper analysis by the monitoring system, but only when required. Unsuspected components are left untouched and execute normally. Thus, we perform localized just-in-time monitoring that decreases the accumulated overhead of the monitoring system. We evaluate our approach against a state-of-the-art monitoring system and show that our technique correctly detects faulty components, while reducing overhead by an average of 80%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern computing systems, such as home automation, pervasive and ubiquitous systems are becoming a larger part of our lives. The tight connection with our living environment introduces new needs for these systems, such as the co-evolution of the system with its environment, the adaptation of the system to available resources and to users’ behaviours, and the reliability of the system in front of faulty or malicious behaviours. Modern component frameworks assist software developers in coping with these new needs by providing introspection, reconfiguration, advanced technical services, among other facilities. These frameworks provide an extensible middleware and assist in managing technical issues such as security, transaction management, or distributed computing. They also support the simultaneous execution of multiple software components on the same virtual machine [34], [16], [11].

While component frameworks simplify the programming model for software developers, the isolation between the various components is limited because they are collocated on the same virtual machine. This allows components to communicate efficiently and to share references to complex objects, something which is generally not possible when crossing the process boundary. However, one faulty software artifact may compromise the whole system by, for example, consuming all available resources on the machine. Furthermore, because these systems evolve in open environments where humans have central roles, software developers are unable to anticipate all future configurations of the application at design-time [3]. In these highly unpredictable environments, detecting irregular behaviour and maintaining the system in a consistent state is an important concern that can be addressed through continuous monitoring.

State of the art monitoring systems [17], [24], [7] extract steady data-flows of system parameters, such as the time spent executing a component, the amount of I/O and memory used, and the number of calls to a component. The overhead that these monitoring systems introduce into applications is high, which makes it unlikely for them to be used in production systems. Results presented in [8] show that overhead due to fine-grain monitoring systems can be up to a factor of 4.3. Our experiments, presented in this paper, show that overhead grows with the size of the monitored software. Thus, overhead greatly limits the scalability and usage of monitoring systems.

In this paper, we address excessive overhead in monitoring approaches by introducing an optimistic adaptive monitoring system that provides lightweight global monitoring under normal conditions, and precise and localized monitoring when problems are detected. Although our approach reduces the accumulated amount of overhead in the system, it also introduces a delay in finding the source of a faulty behaviour. Our objective is to provide an acceptable trade-off between the overhead and the delay to identify the source of faulty behaviour in the system.

Our optimistic adaptive monitoring system is based on the following principles:
• **Contract-based resource usage.** The monitoring system follows component-based software engineering principles. Each component is augmented with a contract that specifies their expected or previously calculated resource usage [5]. The contracts specify how a component uses memory, I/O and CPU resources.

• **Localized just-in-time injection and activation of monitoring probes.** Under normal conditions our monitoring system performs a lightweight global monitoring of the system. When a problem is detected at the global level, our system activates local monitoring probes on specific components in order to identify the source of the faulty behaviour. The probes are specifically synthesized according to the component’s contract to limit their overhead. Thus, only the required data are monitored (e.g., only memory usage is monitored when a memory problem is detected), and only when needed.

• **Heuristic-guided search of the problem source.** We use a heuristic to reduce the delay of locating a faulty component as quickly as possible while maintaining an acceptable overhead. This heuristic is used to inject and activate monitoring probes on the suspected components. However, overhead and latency in finding the faulty component are greatly impacted by the precision of the heuristic. A heuristic that quickly locates faulty components will reduce both delays and the accumulated overhead of the monitoring system. We propose using Models@run.time techniques in order to build an efficient heuristic.

The evaluation of our optimistic adaptive monitoring system shows that, in comparison to other state-of-the-art approaches, the overhead of the monitoring system is reduced by up to 80%. Regarding latency, our heuristic reduces the delay to identify the faulty component when changing from global, lightweight monitoring to localized, just-in-time monitoring.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the background on Models@run.time and motivates our work through a case study which is used to validate the approach. Section III provides an overview of the ScapeGoat framework. It highlights how the component contracts are specified, how monitoring probes are injected and activated on-demand, how the ScapeGoat framework enables the definition of heuristics to detect faulty components without activating all the probes, and how we benefit from Models@run.time to build efficient heuristics. Section IV validates the approach through a comparison of detection precision and detection speed with other approaches. Finally, section V presents our conclusion and future work.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the background on Models@run.time and motivates our work through a case study which is used to validate the approach. Section III provides an overview of the ScapeGoat framework. It highlights how the component contracts are specified, how monitoring probes are injected and activated on-demand, how the ScapeGoat framework enables the definition of heuristics to detect faulty components without activating all the probes, and how we benefit from Models@run.time to build efficient heuristics. Section IV validates the approach through a comparison of detection precision and detection speed with other approaches. Finally, section V presents related work and section VI discusses the approach and presents our conclusion and future work.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

A. Motivating example

In this section we present a motivating example for the use of an optimistic adaptive monitoring process in the context of a real-time crisis management system in a fire department. During a dangerous event, many firefighters are present and need to collaborate to achieve common goals. Firefighters have to coordinate among themselves and commanding officers need to have an accurate real-time view of the system.

The Daum project\(^1\) provides a software application that supports firefighters in these situations. The application runs on devices with limited computational resources because it must be mobile and taken on-site. It provides numerous services for firefighters depending on their role in the crisis. In this paper we focus on the two following roles:

- A collaborative functionality that allows commanding officers to follow and edit tactical operations. The firefighters’ equipment include communicating sensors that report on their current conditions.
- A drone control system which automatically launches a drone equipped with sensors and a camera to provide a different point-of-view on the current situation.

As is common in many software applications, the firefighter application may have a potentially infinite number of configurations. These configurations depend on the number of firefighters involved, the type of crisis, the available devices and equipment, among other parameters. Thus, it is generally not possible to test all configurations to guarantee that the software will always function properly. Consequently, instead of testing all configurations, there is a need to monitor the software’s execution to detect faulty behaviours and prevent system crashes. However, fine-grained monitoring of the application can have excessive overhead that makes it unsuitable with the application and the devices used in our example. Thus, there is a need for an accurate monitoring system that can find faulty components while reducing overhead.

The Daum project has implemented the firefighter application using a Component Based Software Architecture. The application makes extensive use of the Kevoree\(^2\) component model and runtime presented below.

B. Kevoree

Kevoree is an open-source dynamic component platform, which relies on Models@run.time [10] to properly support the dynamic adaptation of distributed systems. Our use case application and the implementation of the Scapegoat framework make extensive use of the Kevoree framework. The following subsections detail the background on component-based software architecture, introduce the Models@run.time paradigm and give an overview of the Kevoree platform.

1) **Component-based software architecture:** Software architecture aims at reducing complexity through abstraction and separation of concerns by providing a common understanding of component, connector and configuration [15], [28], [35]. One of the benefits is that it facilitates the management of dynamic architectures, which becomes a primary concern in the Future Internet and Cyber-Physical Systems [31]. Such systems demand techniques that let software react to changes by self-organizing its structure and self-adapting its behaviour. Many works [20] have shown the benefits of using component-based approaches in such open-world environments [3].

To satisfy the needs for adaptation, several component models provide solutions to dynamically reconfigure a software architecture through, for example, the deployment of new models.

---

\(^1\)https://github.com/daumproject

\(^2\)http://www.kevoree.org
modules, the instantiation of new services, and the creation of new bindings between components. In practice, component-based (and/or service-based) platforms like Fractal [11], OpenCOM [12], OSGi [34] or SCA [32] provide platform mechanisms to support dynamic architectures.

2) Models@run.time: Built on top of dynamic component frameworks, Models@run.time denote model-driven approaches that aim at taming the complexity of dynamic adaptation. It basically pushes the idea of reflection [30] one step further by considering the reflection-layer as a real model: “something simpler, safer or cheaper than reality to avoid the complexity, danger and irreversibility of reality”. In practice, component-based and service-based platforms offer reflection APIs that allow introspecting the application (e.g., which components and bindings are currently in place in the system) and dynamic adaptation (e.g., changing the current components and bindings). While some of these platforms offer rollback mechanisms to recover after an erroneous adaptation [25], the purpose of Models@run.time is to prevent the system from actually enacting an erroneous adaptation. In other words, the “model at runtime” is a reflection model that can be decoupled from the application (for reasoning, validation, and simulation purposes) and then automatically resynchronized. This model can not only manage the application’s structural information (i.e., the architecture), but can also be populated with behavioural information from the specification or the runtime monitoring data.

The Kevoree framework: Kevoree provides multiple concepts that are used to create a distributed application that allows dynamic adaptation. The Node concept is used to model the infrastructure topology and the Group concept is used to model the semantics of inter-node communication, particularly when synchronizing the reflection model among nodes. Kevoree includes a Channel concept to allow for different communication semantics between remote Components deployed on heterogeneous nodes. All Kevoree concepts (Component, Channel, Node, Group) obey the object type design pattern [21] in order to separate deployment artifacts from running artifacts.

Kevoree supports multiple execution platforms (e.g., Java, Android, MiniCloud, FreeBSD, Arduino). For each target platform it provides a specific runtime container. Moreover, Kevoree comes with a set of tools for building dynamic applications (a graphical editor to visualize and edit configurations, a textual language to express reconfigurations, several checkers to valid configurations).

As a result, Kevoree provides a promising environment by facilitating the implementation of dynamically reconfigurable applications in the context of an open-world environment. Because our goal is to design and implement an adaptive monitoring system, the introspection and the dynamic reconfiguration facilities offered by Kevoree suit the needs of the ScapeGoat framework.

III. THE SCAPEGOAT FRAMEWORK

Our optimistic adaptive monitoring system extends the Kevoree platform with the following principles: i) component contracts that define per-component resource usage, ii) localized and just-in-time injection and activation of monitoring probes, iii) heuristic-guided faulty component detection. The following subsections present an overview of these three principles in action.

A. Specifying component contracts

In both the Kevoree and ScapeGoat approaches, we follow the contract-aware component classification [5], which applies B. Meyer’s Design-by-Contract principles [29] to components. In fact, ScapeGoat provides Kevoree with Quality of Service contract extensions that specify the worst-case values of the resources the component uses. The resources specified are memory, CPU, I/O and the time to service a request.

For example, for a simple Web server component we can define a contract on the number of instructions per second it may execute [7] and the maximum amount of memory it can consume. The number of messages can be specified per component or per component-port. The example is shown in Listing 1.3 This contract extension follows the component interface principle [1], and allows us to detect if the problem comes from the component implementation or from a component interaction. That is, we can distinguish between a component that is using excessive resources because it is faulty, or because other components are calling it excessively.

```java
addComponent WsServer650@node0 : WsServer { 
  // Specify that this component can use 258 CPU
  // instructions per second.
  cpu.wall_time = '258';
  // Specify that this component can consume a maximum of 15000
  // bytes of memory.
  memory_max_size = '15000';
  // Specify that the contract is guaranteed under the assumption that
  // we do not receive more than 10k messages on the component and
  // 10k messages on the port named service
  // (this component has only one port)
  throughput_msg_per_seconds='all=10000;service=10000'
}
```

Listing 1. Component contract specification example

B. An adaptive monitoring framework within the container

Scapegoat provides a monitoring framework that adapts its overhead to current execution conditions and leverages the architectural information provided by Kevoree to guide the search for faulty components. The monitoring mechanism is mainly injected within the component container.

Each Kevoree node/container is in charge of managing the component’s execution and adaptation. Following the Models@run.time approach, each node can be sent a new architecture model that corresponds to a system evolution. In this case, the node compares its current configuration with the configuration required by the new architectural model and computes the list of individual adaptations it must perform. Among these adaptations, the node is in charge of downloading all the component packages and their dependencies, and loading them into memory. During this process, Scapegoat provides the existing container with (i) checks to verify that the system has enough resources to manage the new component, and (ii) instrumentation for the component’s classes in order

3Contract examples for the architecture presented in section II-A can be found at http://goo.gl/uc2Z2Mv.
to add bytecode for the monitoring probes. Scapegoat uses the components’ contracts to check if the new configuration will not exceed the amount of resources available on the device. And Scapegoat instruments the components’ bytecode to monitor object creation (to compute memory usage), to compute each statement (for calculating CPU usage), and to monitor calls to classes that wrap I/O access such as the network or file-system.

We provide several instrumentation levels that vary in the information they obtain and in the degree they impact the application’s performance:

- **Global monitoring** does not instrument any components, it simply uses information provided directly by the JVM.
- **Memory instrumentation** or memory accounting, which monitors the components’ memory usage.
- **Instruction instrumentation** or instruction accounting, which monitors the number of instructions executed by the components.
- **Memory and instruction instrumentation**, which monitors both memory usage and the number of instructions executed.

Probes are synthesized according to the components’ contracts. For example, a component whose contract does not specify I/O usage will not be instrumented for I/O resource monitoring. Probes can be dynamically activated or deactivated, with the exception of memory usage probes. Memory consumption probes must remain activated to guarantee that all memory usage is properly accounted for, from the component’s creation to the component’s destruction. Indeed, deactivating memory probes would cause object allocations to remain unaccounted for. However, probes for CPU and I/O usage can be activated on-demand to check for component contract compliance.

To take advantage of having dynamic probes, we attempt to minimize the overhead of the monitoring system by activating selected probes only when a problem is detected at the global level. We estimate the most likely faulty components and then activate the pertinent monitoring probes. This technique means we only activate fine-grain monitoring on components suspected of misbehavior. After monitoring this subset of components, if any of them are indeed faulty, the monitoring system has finished and determines that these components are the source of the problem. If the subset of components determined to be healthy, the system continues its search and starts monitoring the second most likely faulty subset. The monitoring mechanism implemented for ScapeGoat is summarized in listing 2.

As a result, at any given moment, applications must be in one of the following monitoring modes:

- **No monitoring.** The software is executed without any monitoring probes or modifications.
- **Global monitoring.** Only global resource usage is being monitored, such as the CPU usage and memory usage at the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) level.
- **Full monitoring.** All components are being monitored for all types of resource usage. This is equivalent to current state-of-the-art approaches.

For the rest of this paper we use the term all components for the adaptive monitoring policy that indicates that the system changes from global monitoring to Full or Localized monitoring if a faulty behaviour is detected.

1) **ScapeGoat’s architecture:** The Scapegoat framework is built using the Kevoree component framework. Scapegoat extends Kevoree by providing a new Node Type and three new Component Types:

- **Monitored Node.** Handles the admission of new components by storing information about resource availability. Before admission, it checks the security policies and registers components with a contract in the monitoring framework. Moreover, it intercepts and wraps class loading mechanisms to record a component type’s loaded classes. Such information is used later to (de)activate the probes.
- **Monitoring Component.** This component type is in charge of checking component contracts. Basically, it implements a complex variant of the algorithm in listing 2. It communicates with other components to identify suspected components.
- **Ranking Component.** This is an abstract Component Type; therefore it is user customizable. It is in charge of implementing the heuristic that ranks the components from the most likely to be faulty to the least likely.
- **Adaptation component.** This component type is in charge of dealing with the adaptation of the application when a contract violation is detected. It is also a customizable component. The adaptation strategy whenever a faulty component is discovered is out of scope of this paper. Nevertheless, several strategies may be implemented in Scapegoat, such as removing faulty components or slowing down communication between components when the failure is due to a violation in the way one component is using another.

```
monitor(C: Set<Component>, heuristic : Set<Component>→Set<Component>)
init memory probes (c | c ∈ C ∧ c.memory_contract ≠ ∅)
while container is running
  wait violation in global monitoring
  checked = ∅
  faulty = ∅
  while checked ∩ faulty = ∅
    subsetToCheck = heuristic( C \ checked )
    instrument for adding probes ( subsetToCheck )
    faulty = fine−grain monitoring( subsetToCheck )
    instrument for removing probes ( subsetToCheck )
    checked = checked ∪ subsetToCheck
  if faulty ≠ ∅
    adapt the system ( faulty , C )
fine−grain monitoring( C : Set<Component> )
wait few milliseconds // to obtain good information
faulty = { c | c ∈ C ∧ c.consumption > c.contract }
return faulty
```

Listing 2. The main monitoring loop implemented in ScapeGoat
2) Implementation strategy: ScapeGoat aims minimizing monitoring overhead when the framework is running in Global Monitoring mode. To achieve this, ScapeGoat removes as many monitoring probes as possible and only activates probes that are required. This requires changing the bytecode that defines the application’s classes at runtime, when the monitoring mode changes. Bytecode is changed at a per-component basis. We use the ASM library to perform bytecode manipulation and a Java agent to get access to and transform the classes. Bytecode manipulation has been proposed before for resource accounting and profiling in Java [6], [7], [14].

C. Leveraging Models@run.time to build an efficient monitoring framework

As presented in section III-B, our approach offers a dynamic way to activate and deactivate fine-grain localized monitoring. We use a heuristic to determine which components are more likely to be faulty. Suspected components are the first to be monitored.

Our framework can support different heuristics, which can be application or domain-specific. In this paper we propose a heuristic that leverages the use of the Models@run.time approach to infer the faulty components. The heuristic is based on the assumption that the cause of newly detected misbehavior in an application is likely to come from the most recent changes in the application. This can be better understood as follows:

- recently added or updated components are more likely to be the source of a faulty behaviour;
- components that directly interact with recently added or updated components are also suspected.

We argue that when a problem is detected it is probable that recent changes have led to this problem, or else, it would have likely occurred earlier. If recently changed components are monitored and determined to be healthy, it is probable that the problem comes from direct interactions with those components. Indeed, changes to interactions can reveal dormant issues with the components. The algorithm used for ranking the components is presented in more detail in listing 3. In practice, we leverage the architectural-based history of evolutions of the application, which is provided by the Models@run.time approach.

IV. Evaluation

In this section we present our experiments and discuss the usability of our approach. We focus on the following research questions to assess the quality and the efficiency of ScapeGoat:

- What is the impact of the various levels of instrumentation on the application? Our approach assumes high overhead for full monitoring and low overhead for a lightweight global monitoring system. The experiments presented in section IV-A show the overhead for each instrumentation level.
- Does our adaptive monitoring approach have better performance than state-of-the-art monitoring solutions? The experiment presented in section IV-B highlights the performances benefits of our approach considering a real-world scenario.

• What is the impact of using a heuristic in our adaptive monitoring approach? The experiment presented in section IV-C highlights the impact of the application and component sizes, and the need of a good heuristic to quickly identify faulty components.

The efficiency of our monitoring solution is evaluated on two dimensions: the overhead on the system and the delay to detect failures. We show there is a trade-off between the two dimensions and that ScapeGoat provides a valuable solution that increases the delay to detect a faulty component but reduces accumulated overhead.

a) Use case: We have built several use cases based on a template application from our motivating example in section II-A. We reused an open-source crisis-management application for firefighters that has been built with Kevoree components. We use two functionalities of the crisis-management application. The first one is for managing firefighters. The equipment given to each firefighter contains a set of sensors that provides data for the firefighter’s current location, his heartbeat, his body temperature, his acceleration movements, the environmental temperature, and the concentration of toxic gases. These data are collected and displayed in the crisis-management application, which provides a global-view of the situation. The second functionality uses drones to capture real-time video from an advantageous point-of-view.

Figure 1 shows the set of components that are involved in our use-case, including components for firefighters, drones and the crisis-management application\(^4\). The components in the crisis-management application are used in our experiments, but the physical devices (drones and sensors) are simulated through the use of mock components.

Every use case we present extends the crisis-management base application by any one of the following possibilities: adding new or redundant components, adding external Java applications with wrapper components (e.g., Weka, DaCapo), or modifying existing components (e.g., to introduce a fault into them).

\(^4\)More information about these components is given in http://goo.gl/x64wHG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listing 3. The ranking algorithm (uses the model history for ranking).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ranker() : list &lt;Component&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visited = ∅</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ranking = {}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for each model M ∈ History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = {c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbors = ∪ b∈N c.neighbors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ranking.add N \ visited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visited = visited ∪ N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SortedNeighbors = sort (Neighbors \ visited)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ranking.add SortedNeighbors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visited = visited ∪ Neighbors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return ranking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort (S : Set&lt;Component&gt;) : list&lt;Component&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r = []</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if S ≠ ∅</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choose b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r.add b, sort (S \ {b})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b) Measurement Methodology: To obtain comparable and reproducible results, we used the same hardware across all experiments: a laptop with a 2.90GHz Intel(R) i7-3520M processor, running Fedora 19 with a 32 bit kernel and 8GB of system memory. We used the HotSpot Java Virtual Machine version 1.7.0-40, and Kevoree framework version 2.0.12. Each measurement presented in the experiment is the average of ten different runs under the same conditions.

The evaluation of our approach is tightly coupled with the quality of the resource consumption contracts attached to each component. We built the contracts following classic profiling techniques. The contracts were built by performing several runs of our use cases, without inserting any faulty components into the execution. Firstly, we executed the use cases in an environment with global monitoring activated to get information for the global contract. Secondly, per-component contracts were created by running the use cases in an environment with full monitoring.

A. Overhead of the instrumentation solution

Our first experiment compares the various instrumentation levels to show the overhead of each one. In this experiment, we compare the following instrumentation levels: No monitoring, Global monitoring, Memory instrumentation, Instructions instrumentation, Memory and instructions instrumentation (i.e., Full monitoring).

In this set of experiments we used the DaCapo 2006 benchmark suite [9]. We developed a Kevoee component to execute this benchmark. The container was configured to use full monitoring and the parameters in the contract are upper bounds of the real consumption.

Figure 2 shows the execution time of several DaCapo tests under different scenarios. First, we wish to highlight that Global monitoring introduces no overhead compared with the No monitoring mode. Second, the overhead due to memory accounting is lower than the overhead due to instruction accounting. This is very important because, as we described in section III-B, memory probes cannot be deactivated dynamically. We calculated the overhead as:

\[
\text{overhead} = \frac{\text{WithInstrumentation}}{\text{GlobalMonitoring}}
\]

5http://goo.gl/V5T6De


The average overhead due to memory accounting is 3.70, while the value for instruction accounting is 6.54. These values are not as good as the values reported in [8]; the difference is negligible for memory accounting but they obtain a superior value between 3.2 and 4.3 for instructions accounting. The performance difference comes from a specific optimization that we chose not to apply. The optimization provides fast access to the execution context by adding a new parameter to each method. Nevertheless, this solution needs to keep a version of the method without the new parameter because native calls cannot be instrumented like that. We decided to avoid such an optimization because duplication of methods increases the size of the applications, and with it, the memory used by the heap. In short, our solution can reach similar values if we include the mentioned optimization, but at the cost of using more memory. On the other hand, the values we report are far lower than the values reported in [8] for hprof. Hence, we consider that our solution is comparable to state of the art approaches in the literature.

In addition, we plan to study alternatives to improve instruction accounting. For example, we plan to study the use of machine learning for monitoring [33]. Based on a machine learning approach, it is possible to train the monitoring system to do the instruction instrumentation. Then, instead of doing normal instruction instrumentation, we might only do, for example, method-calls instrumentation and with the learning data, the monitoring system should be able to infer the CPU usage of each call, whilst lowering the overhead.

The results of our experiment shown in figure 2 demonstrate the extensive impact the Full monitoring mode, which
uses either Memory instrumentation or CPU instrumentation, has on the application. Our Adaptive monitoring mode, which uses Global monitoring and switches to Full monitoring or localized monitoring, is able to reduce this accumulated overhead due to the fact that Global monitoring has no appreciable overhead.

B. Overhead of Adaptive Monitoring vs Full Monitoring

The previous experiment highlights the usefulness of using Adaptive monitoring. However, switching from Global monitoring to either Full or Localized monitoring introduces an additional overhead due to having to instrument components and activate monitoring probes. Our second experiment compares the overhead introduced by the adaptive monitoring with the overhead of Full monitoring as used in state-of-the-art monitoring approaches.

Table I shows the tests we built for the experiment. We developed the tests by extending the template application. Faults were introduced by modifying an existing component to break compliance with its resource consumption contract. We reproduce each execution repetitively; thus, the faulty behaviour is triggered many times during the execution of the application. The application is not restarted.

Figure 3 shows the execution time of running the use cases with different scenarios. Each scenario uses a specific monitoring policy (Full monitoring, Adaptive monitoring with All Components, Adaptive monitoring with Localized monitoring, Global monitoring). This figure shows that the overhead differences between Full monitoring and Adaptive monitoring with All Components is clearly impacted by scenarios that cause the system to transition too frequently between a lightweight Global and a fine-grain Adaptive monitoring. Such is the case for use cases UC3 and UC4 because the faulty component is inserted and never removed. Using Adaptive monitoring is beneficial if the overhead of Global monitoring plus the overhead of switching back and forth to All Components monitoring is less than the overhead of the Full monitoring for the same execution period. If the application switches between monitoring modes too often then the benefits of adaptive monitoring are lost.

The overhead of switching from Global monitoring to full components or Localized monitoring comes from the fact that the framework must reload and instrument classes to activate the monitoring probes. Therefore, using Localized monitoring reduces the number of classes that must be reloaded. This is shown in the third use-case of figure 3, which uses a heuristic based on the number of failures. Because we execute the faulty component many times, the heuristic is able to select, monitor and identify the faulty component quickly. This reduces overhead by 80%. We use the following equation to calculate overhead:

\[
\text{Gain} = 100 - \frac{\text{Our Approach} - \text{Global Monitoring}}{\text{Full Monitoring} - \text{Global Monitoring}} \times 100
\]

![Fig. 3. Execution time for some use cases under different monitoring policies.](image)

C. Overhead from switching monitoring modes, and the need of a good heuristic

As we explain in the previous experiments, even if using Localized monitoring is able to reduce the overhead of the monitoring system, the switch between Global and Localized monitoring introduces additional overhead. If this overhead is too high, the benefits of adaptive monitoring are lost.

In this experiment we show the impact of the application’s size, in terms of number of components, and the impact of the component’s size, in terms of number of classes, on adaptive monitoring. We also show that the choice of the heuristic to select suspected components for monitoring is important to minimize the overhead caused from repeated instrumentation and probe activation processes.

For the use case, we created two components and we introduced them into the template application separately. Both components perform the same task, which is performing a primality test on a random number and sending the number to another component. However, one of the components causes 115 classes to be loaded, while the other only loads 4 classes.

We used the same basic scenario with a varying number of primality testing components and component sizes. In this way, we were able to simulate the two dimensions of application size. The exact settings, leading to 12 experiments, are defined by the composition of the following constraints:

- \( N_{\text{comp}} = \{4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128\} \) which defines the number of components for the application
- \( \text{Size}_{\text{comp}} = \{4, 115\} \) which defines the number of classes for a component

With these use cases, we measured the delay to find the faulty component and the execution-time overhead caused by monitoring. Figures 4 and 5 show the delay to detect the faulty component with regards to the size of the application. In the first figure, the component size is 115 classes, and in the second figure, the component size is four classes.

1) Impact of the application size: Using figures 5 and 7, we see that the size of the application has an impact on the delay to detect faulty components, and also on the monitoring overhead. We also calculated the time needed to find the faulty component with the All components mode after its initialization (the time needed to switch from Global monitoring). This time is around 2 seconds no matter the size of the application.
That is the reason the switch from Global monitoring to All components has such a large effect on overhead.

These figures also show that using Localized monitoring instead of All components when switching from Global monitoring helps reduce the impact of the application’s size by reducing the number of components to monitor and the number of classes to instrument. However, we also see that using a sub-optimal heuristic may have negatively impacted the delay to detect faulty components. This can be explained by the multiple switches that the Random heuristic may often require to locate the faulty component.

2) Impact of the component size: In figures 4 and 5 we see that even if we use a good heuristic, the size of the components to monitor impacts the delay in detecting the faulty component. Like the application’s size, component size impacts the switch from Global monitoring to Localized monitoring. A good heuristic reduces the number of transitions; thus, it reduces overhead.

D. Threats to validity

Our experiments show the benefits of using adaptive monitoring instead of state-of-the-art monitoring approaches. As in every experimental protocol, our evaluation has some bias which we have tried to mitigate. All our experiments are based around the same case study. We have tried to mitigate this issue by using an available real case study. We have also used different settings across our experiments, even if all of the experiments are based on the same case study. Thus, our experiments limit the validity of the approach to applications with the same characteristics of the presented case study. New experiments with other use cases are needed to broaden the validation scope of our approach.

The evaluation of the heuristic mainly shows the potential impact of using an ideal heuristic. More case study and experiments are needed to fully validate the value of our Models@run.time based heuristic.

V. RELATED WORK

The Scapegoat framework is related to component monitoring, Models@run.time, component isolation and component isolation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Name</th>
<th>Monitored Resource</th>
<th>Faulty Resource</th>
<th>Heuristic</th>
<th>External Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UC1</td>
<td>CPU, Memory</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>number of failures</td>
<td>Weka, training neural network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC2</td>
<td>CPU, Memory</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>number of failures</td>
<td>dacapo, antlr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC3</td>
<td>CPU, Memory</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>number of failures</td>
<td>dacapo, chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC4</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>number of failures</td>
<td>dacapo, salan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC5</td>
<td>CPU, Memory</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>less number of failures</td>
<td>dacapo, chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC6</td>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>number of failures</td>
<td>Weka, training neural network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Performance and resource-consumption prediction approaches are complementary to the ScapeGoat framework because they can assist in better specifying the component contracts. Some approaches require developers to provide extensive per-component metadata at design-time in order to calculate the application’s overall performance or resource consumption [4], [22]. Prediction approaches have been achieved by using combinations of design-time and runtime analyses [2]. However, although many approaches to performance prediction have been proposed, none of them have obtained widespread use [23].

KAMI [19] builds performance models at design-time but uses and continually refines them at runtime. By collecting runtime data, they are able to build performance and resource consumption models that reflect real usage. They are able to adapt the application according to changes in components’ behavior, but they do not use nor propose an adaptive monitoring system to minimize overhead.

State of the art monitoring systems [17], [24], [7] extract steady data-flows of system parameters, such as, the time spent executing a component, the amount of I/O and memory used, and the number of calls to a component. The overhead that these monitoring systems introduce into applications is high, which makes it unlikely for them to be used in production systems. Maurel et al. [27] propose an adaptive monitoring framework for the OSGi platform. Similarly to our work, they propose a global monitoring system that changes to a localized monitoring system when a problem is detected. However, their work is focused on CPU usage and does not consider other resources, such as, memory or I/O.

Gama and Donsez [18] propose using virtual machines in separate processes or using MVM isolates [13] to manage trusted and untrusted components. After an evaluation period, untrusted components can be moved to the trusted JVM if no problems are detected. This allows the main application to depend on potentially faulty components without risking severe crashes. We can also cite Microsoft technologies such as COM (Component Object Model) components which can be either loaded in the client application process or provided in an isolated process [26]. In addition to process virtualization, some operating systems also propose user-space virtualization, which isolates not only the processes but also the memory, the network interface and the file system. Examples of these approaches are Jails7 for BSD, LXC8 and CGroups for Linux, and Lmctfy. All of these approaches have the drawback of limiting code and instance sharing and introduce additional overhead in cross-boundary component interactions. Furthermore, depending on the complexity of the approach, there is also overhead in having to manage multiple processes.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented ScapeGoat, an adaptive monitoring framework to perform lightweight yet efficient monitoring of Component-Based Systems. In ScapeGoat, each component is augmented with a contract that specifies its resource usage, such as peak CPU and memory consumption. ScapeGoat uses a global monitoring mode that has a very small overhead on the system, and a fine-grained localized monitoring mode that performs extensive checking of the components’ contracts. The system switches from the global monitoring mode to the localized monitoring mode whenever a problem is detected at the global level in order to identify the faulty component. Furthermore, we proposed a heuristic that leverages information produced by the Models@run.time approach to quickly predict the faulty components.

ScapeGoat has been implemented on top of the Kevoree component framework which uses the Models@run.time approach to tame the complexity of distributed dynamic adaptations. The evaluation of ScapeGoat shows that the monitoring system’s overhead is reduced by up to 80% in comparison with state-of-the-art full monitoring systems. The evaluation also presents the benefits of using a heuristic to predict the faulty component. This paper contributes to the state of the art by providing a monitoring framework which adapts its overhead depending on current execution conditions and leverages the architectural information provided by Kevoree to drive the search for the faulty component.

The work presented in this paper opens various research perspectives. Scapegoat currently uses code injection at load-time to perform fine-grain monitoring. The adaptive monitoring approach we have presented provides good results, but we believe we can reduce the overhead of CPU and memory monitoring by using a modified JVM and injecting specialized bytecode to cooperate with it. The modified JVM would account for the resources at a low-level, while the instrumentation code could provide application-level information like the component boundaries. This should result in a more efficient solution than calculating resource usage at the application-level only. A second research perspective consists in proposing an appropriate reaction when the source of a problem is discovered by ScapeGoat. Indeed, the reconfiguration when a resource-consumption problem is found could range from resource limitations for guilty components, to a replacement of the component or of part of the application. In the context of a distributed system, the set of possible reconfigurations is larger and can include moving components across the distributed infrastructure. In this context, choosing a reconfiguration to efficiently deal with the discovered fault will be necessary.
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